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We consider the existence of periodic solutions of the Hamiltonian system 
y’ = JBy + JF(y) where J is th e canonical skew-symmetric matrix, B is a 
nonsingular symmetric matrix, and F is a higher-order gradient map. One of 
the classical theorems on this problem is due to Liapounov [l, p. 123; IO]. 
He showed that if F is real analytic and JB has K pairs of imaginary eigenvalues 
-&A, ,..., -&A, and no ratio A,//\., (i = Z,..., k) is an integer, then there exists 
a real one-parameter family of periodic solutions y,. with period P(T) such that 
y,. -+ 0 and P(r) -+ 27$, as r -+ 0, where 2n$, is the period of the solution 
of the linearized equation y’ = JBy corresponding to iA, . Since Liapounov, 
investigators have sought to eliminate the integral conditions on the eigenvalues. 
Recently Weinstein [14] has shown that the resuh obtains for FE Cm and 
B a positive definite 2n x 2n matrix, and that moreover there are ‘IZ distinct 
periodic solutions in each energy level. For other and related results the reader 
is referred to [2, 6-8, 11-13, 151 and the references cited therein. 
Using variational bifurcation techniques, as in [2, 3, 151 we will show that 
Liapounav’s result obtains when FE Cs and B is positive definite on the 2n 
periodic solutions of h,y’ = JBy. However, our methods do not enable us 
to count the number of distinct solutions on each energy level. 
MAIN RESULTS 
Consider the autonomous Hamiltonian system [I, p. 122; 121 of 2% ordinary 
differential equations 
Y’ = JBY + JF(Y)> (1) 
where J is the real skew-symmetric matrix 
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with I the n x n identity matrix, B a real nonsingular symmetric matrix, and F 
a gradient map of 2% real variables such that F E Cs (that is twice continuously 
differentiable) and F(y) = o( / y 1”). W e s a consider the relationship between h 11 
the periodic solutions of (1) near y = 0 and the periodic solutions of the 
linearized equation y’ = JBy. 
It is readily verified that the linearized part y’ = JBy will have a nontrivial 
solution y of period 2&, > 0 if and only if l/p0 > 0 is an eigenvalue of the 
matrix iJB. If we let S be the set of nontrivial 213 periodic solutions of the 
equation y’ = /3s JBy we can prove 
THEOREM. Suppose l/pa > 0 is an eigenvalue of i JB and for y E S, By(t) . 
y(t) > 0. Then system (1) has a nontrivial periodic solution y?(t) in any sz@ciently 
small neighborhood T of y(t) = 0 such that the period of yl.(t) tends to 24, as 
the diameter of r tends to zero. 
Remarki For each y E S, By(t) . y(t) is a constant. 
Proof. We apply A = J-l to both sides of Eq. (1) and introduce the change 
of variables t = As, where X is to be determined. The resulting equation is then 
Aw’ = hBw f U(w). (2) 
It suffices to find 277 periodic solutions of (2) for each h as they correspond 
to 2?rh periodic solutions of (1). 
The existence of 2~ periodic solutions of (2) will be proven by reducing 
the problem to a finite-dimensional one and applying a bifurcation theorem 
due to Berger [3, 41 which we state in the present context as follows. In a real 
Hilbert space H, let L be a compact self-adjoint map of H -+ H and let T E C2 
be a gradient operator (for fixed A) mapping a neighborhood of (A,, , 0) E R x H 
into H such that T(h, 0) E 0 and T,(h, 0) = 0, and suppose X, is an eigenvalue 
of L. Then the equation hx = Lx + T(A, X) has a nontrivial solution (A, X) 
in any sufficiently small neighborhood of (A,, 0). 
To this end we let V be a Banach space of continuous, 27r periodic, 2n-vector 
functions with the supremum norm and let H be the Hilbert space of 2n 
periodic, square integrable, 2n-vector functions with inner product 
(x, Y> = Iw 4s) * Y(S) ds. 
Clearly S n (SS)L = (0) since (By, y> > 0 for y E S. Moreover H = 
S @ (BS)l. Indeed if S @ (BS)l f H then as B is a l-l map of S into H 
we have BS @ (BS)‘- # H, which is impossibIe. We now define the new 
inner product ( , >* for elements of H by 
<x + xl, Y + ~9” = (Bx, Y> + W, Y”>, 
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where x, y E $ XL, y” E (BS)l. Let H* be the space H with the { , >* inner 
product. As dim S < co it follows that H* is a Hilbert space and the norms 
{I x I{* = Lx, x)*l(s and j[ x /I = (x, 30)li2 are equivalent. 
On Q and H* we de6ne Bg , Bdl* , A,, A,, A,, , Fe, and F,, as follows. 
BHe and FHa are defined implicitly by 
@H*x, Y>* = (Bx, Y>, (F&x), Y>* = <F(x), Y>- 
To define AH and AH* we let D(A,,) = (w E H j w’ E H) and define A, and 
A,, on D(A,,) by the equations 
<AHx,Y) = <AH*x,Y)* = <Ax’,Y). 
To define the remaining terms we let P and P-’ be the canonical projections 
of H onto BS and (BS)l, respectively, and let Q and Q” be the canonical 
projections onto S and (BS)l, respectively. Then we define A! = QB-IP + PA. 
Consequently for x, y E H we have (x, y) = (Kx, y)* since 
(Kx, Y>* = (BQB-lPx, Qy) + (P"x, Q'y: 
= <QB-lpx, BQy) +- <x, Q"y> 
= <B-=x, BQy) + (x, QLyi 
= <Px, QY) + (x, QAy> 
= <x> QY> + <x, Q”Y> = <x, Y>. 
Thus Alj13c ~1: KAx’, BH* = KB, and F& = KF. Moreover as the norms are 
equivalent, K is a linear homeomorphism of H onto N*. Clearly K: % -+ B 
and is thus a Iinear homeomorphism of V onto 9Z. So we can define B’g and Fw 
to be the restrictions of BH* and F& to V, and A, to be the restriction of A,, 
to D(A,) =(EuE%” w’ EV. It is readily verified that A9 ) AH, and A,, 
are closed operators. 
With the above definitions we can express Eq. (2) as the equivalent Banach 
space operator equation. 
Aqw = M&w + U&(w). (3) 
To reduce this problem we will show V = N 0 R where N = N(Ag - #&Bg) 
and R = R(A* - ,i$,B~). Here N(*) denotes the null space of an operator and 
R(s) its range. This will be done by showing H* = N(A,* - ,6&B& @ 
R(A,, - 13d3,,). By definition BH * is self-adjoint. An integration by parts, 
using the skew-symmetry of A, will show A,, is also self-adjoint. Thus we have 
N(A,, - ,%W n R(& - &Bd = f% 
Next we willshow R(A,, - ,&BH*) is closed. As K is a linear homeomorphism 
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this is equivalent to showing R(AH - &,B) is.closed, which in turn is equivalent 
to proving A, - &B maps b ounded closed subsets of H onto closed sets 
[9, p. 991. Let M be a bounded closed subset of H and suppose (wi) C kQ 
such t.hat 
lim(A, - /I,$) wi = hying” = g. i+m 
For each i, as A-l = J, w,’ - j3sJEwi = Jgi. Integrating, we obtain 
w&) - /3,, I” JBw,(r) dr - w,(O) = ls J&(r) dr. (4) 
As the right side of Eq. (4) . is convergent and the map Lw = &, si JBw(r) dr + 
w(0) is completely continuous (by an application of the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality and the ArzeIa-Ascoli theorem) there exists a convergent sub- 
sequence {We,} with limit wa E ?W such that 
This of course implies Aw,,’ - /$J?w, = g and therefore R(A,* - &B,*) is 
closed. 
Hence H* = N(A,, - p,,BH*) 0 R(AH, - &BH*). Moreover, as D(A,,) C V 
and B&%7) = V, if w E R(A,, - /3,,BH*) n % then w E R. ,Thus, since N = 
N(A,, - BoBHe) = s, we also have V = N @ R, ,&hich in turn irnplies R 
is closed [9, p. 1001 and Aw - ,SoBv is a l-l map of D(Ae)‘n R onto R with 
bounded inverse. 
Therefore w E V is uniquely of the form w = u + v, u E N, and v E R 
and FV(w) = FN(u + v) + FR(u + v) w h ere F,,,E N and FR E R. ‘By our 
constructipn, B,* is a l-l map of R(A,, -&BE*) onto R(A,* - ,&,BH*) 
and so Bu is a l-l map of R onto R. Hence AV - hB9 maps R into R for 
all h. Moreover as BQ is invertible on R and the resolvent of a closed map 
is open it follows that Av - XBg is a l-l map, with uniformly bounded 
inverse, of D(Av) n R onto R for all h near p,, . Consequently, as Bv = B,, = I 
on N(A,,,- /3,,BHS) = N, finding solutions of Eq. (3) is equivalent to solving 
the system 
v = h(Aq - hBq)“F,(u + v), 
l&u = Au + m&4 + v). 
By an application of the implicit function theorem [5, p. 2651 there exists a 
unique continuous function v = v(X, U> such that v(X, U) s X(Aw - M3.g~1 
FR(ti $ zQ, u}), and $A, +C? C onsequently our problem reduces to that 
of solving the finite-dSme&onzil operator equation 
for (X,ZJ)E R x N = R x N(A,+ -/3$n,). 
Now by the definition of Fe it follows that if 9 is the potential of F (that is 
grad P(X) = F(x)) then for w1 , w2 E % 
Therefore by arguing as in the proof of [15, Theorem l] one can readily verify 
that for fixed h 
g&g - h&)()(u + v(h, u)), u + v(h, u)>* - x j*2r fl(u + $4 41 A 
is a potential for (Ae - hl)u - AF,(h, u + v(X,u)), Hence F,(zl + v(h,u)) 
is a gradient operator for fixed X and the desired results follow from Berger’s 
theorem. 
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